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“I’m surprised you were able to enter the Domiensch Realm at such a young
age. I’m actually glad I went all out earlier. Otherwise, I’d surely be toast by

now!” grumbled the priestess.

Though neither of them had gained the upper hand from their attacks, Master

Trilight’s face had now gone slightly pale. Aside from that, her wavering irises
that were now glowing in a tint of dark green confirmed that she was actually
afraid.

What’s more, though she hadn’t suffered any heavy injuries, Gerald’s massive

essential qi had forced her to reveal half of her true form!

Regardless, upon looking at her altered form, Gerald whose brows were now

furrowed was prompted to say, “So I was right! You’re not a common

demonic cultivator at all! Instead, you’re a big scorpion demon!”

Since this was his first time encountering such a demon after entering the
cultivation realm, Gerald couldn’t help but feel slightly shocked. He was also
surprised by the fact that demonic cultivators could actually get as powerful as
cultivators who had entered the Deitus Realm. After all, the priestess’s power
was far higher than Ryder’s and Darkwind’s.

It was a brief pause later when the priestess growled, “It isn’t easy to get to

your level of cultivation. With that in mind, I advise you to mind your business.
Otherwise, death awaits!”



“Mind my business? When I now know that you’re killing innocents? As if I

could ever do that! If evil people like you are allowed to continue teaching

demonic cultivation to people like Elaine, then the world will be in chaos!”
retorted Gerald as he began
charging up the third sword style of the Cosmo-Amorphous Sword Technique,
Mokinfinite.

“Then here’s your one way ticket to hell!” yelled Master Trilight as she

released her full demonic spirit!

Following a loud explosion, a glowing shield of darkness formed before her.

“Venom palm!” howled the priestess as she slammed her palm in Gerald’s

direction, causing the shield to turn into a giant palm that began shooting

toward the boy! With how powerful the attack was, Gerald could already feel

the palm’s power from where he stood.

‘What a deadly attack!’

Now fully vigilant, Gerald who had already readied the Mokinfinite fired his

attack right back at her. Since the aurablade was formed through the

condensation of heaven and earth’s aura as well as the surrounding Triton qi,
the second it pierced through Master Trilight’s palm attack, a golden light

momentarily flashed, followed by a massive explosion!

The explosion was so powerful that even the ground began to crack!



Upon realizing that her attack was nullified, the priestess who had already

gone pale couldn’t help but exclaim, “That…! Isn’t that the legendary
Cosmo-Amorphous Sword Technique…?!”

It was far too late to block the attack, and Master Trilight soon found herself

getting stabbed right in the stomach..! This caused thick, black smoke to begin

exiting her body as she flew backward before eventually crashing onto the
ground!

After Spurting out a mouthful of blood, the terrified woman was prompted to

ask, “Are… Are you a disciple of the pre-Angelord, Saint Amorphous..?!”

“Saint Amorphous? I have no master, and I’ve never heard of that person

before!” replied Gerald with a slight frown, though he figured that she was

referring to the senior back in Fyre Cave. So that senior had got to the level of

a pre-Angelord…

Come to think of it, did he succeed in becoming an Angelord in the end? No

wonder the martial arts and skills he left behind were so mystifying!

“But… If you’re not his heir, how would you even know how to use the

Cosmo-Amorphous Sword Technique…?!” exclaimed the priestess as she took

a few steps back, her eyes brimming with fear.
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